residual to unknown input as well as plant input, while simultaneously enhancing the sensitivity of residual to faults. The main results consist of the formulation of such an FDF design optimization problem and the derivation of solvable conditions, and a systematic solution procedure. The residual evaluation problem is also considered which includes the determination of residual evaluation function and threshold. A numerical example is used to demonstrate the proposed fault detection scheme. This paper addresses the design problem of a fault detection observer that has a maximized worst-case sensitivity to faults.Suficient and necessary conditions for the existence of such a fault detection observer are given in terms of Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs). Two types of systems are studies, namely, just proper systems and strictly proper systems. For just proper systems, the fault sensitivity over the full frequency spectrum is guaranteed to be higher than a constant lower bound. For strictly proper systems, a weighting filter with infinite amplitude at infinite frequency is used, and the fault sensitivity is guaranteed to be higher than the weighted lower bound.An iterative LMI algorithm is given to obtain the solution, which is shown by numerical examples. 
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SML04-5 Robust H-infinity Filtering for Systems with Deterministic and Stochastic Parametric Uncertainties
Fuwen Yang Fuzhou University
ES. Hung The University of Hong Kong
In this paper, a robust H-infinity filter is designed for linear discrete-time systems with both deterministic norm-bound. d p* ram* bi* uncertainty and stochastic multiplicative noise parametric uncertainty. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the fiter which achieves a prescribed estimation error level of disturbance attenuation for all admissible determini-tic-and-stochastic parametric uncertainties are derived in terms of one Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI). Moreover, an optimal filter is obtained by minimizing the prescribed estimation error level subject to the condition of the LMI.
SMLO4-6
On 
Technology
In this talk, we will survey the applications of system theory in communications, signal processing and networking. We will also give the outlook on other potential applications.
SMLO.5-2 Introduction to the Center for Chaos Control and Synchronization
Guangrong Chen City University Hong Kong
In this talk, we will introduce to the audience the small but focused Research Center for Chaos Control and Synchronization at the City University of Hong Kong, about its mission, personnel, research projects, academic activities, and international cooperations. The Center was established in September 2000, and has now evolved to having 9 regular members, 2 eminent advisory members, and 60 some active associate members from more than 20 countries over the world. The Center has allied with 7 Research Centers or Institutes, and signed official agreements of cooperations with
